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Functionalized nanoparticles (NPs) are complex objects present in a variety of systems ranging from synthetic grafted
nanoparticles to viruses. The morphology and number of the decorating groups can vary widely between systems. Thus,
the modelling of functionalized NPs typically considers simplified spherical objects as a first-order approximation. At
the nanoscale label, complex hydrodynamic interactions are expected to emerge as the morphological features of the
particles change, and they can be further amplified when the NPs are confined or near walls. Direct estimation of these
variations can be inferred via diffusion coefficients of the NPs. However, the evaluation of the coefficients requires
an improved representations of the NPs morphology to reproduce important features hidden by simplified spherical
models. Here, we characterize the passive transport of free and confined functionalized nanoparticles using the Rigid
Multi-Blob (RMB) method. The main advantage of RMB is its versatility to approximate the mobility of complex struc-
tures at the nanoscale with significant accuracy and reduced computational cost. In particular, we investigate the effect
of functional groups distribution, size and morphology over nanoparticle translational and rotational diffusion. We iden-
tify that the presence of functional groups significantly affects the rotational diffusion of the nanoparticles, moreover,
the morphology of the groups and number induce characteristic mobility reduction compared to non-functionalized
nanoparticles. Confined NPs also evidenced important alterations in their diffusivity, with distinctive signatures in the
off-diagonal contributions of the rotational diffusion. These results can be exploited in various applications, including
biomedical, polymer nanocomposite fabrication, drug delivery, and imaging.

I. FUNCTIONALIZED NANOPARTICLES:
INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles (NPs) are complex structures ubiquitous on
many synthetic and biological system. NPs can be found in
a variety of morphologies, ranging from simple shapes (i.e
spheres, cubes, ellipsoids) to more complex structures. More-
over, they can exhibits a disparate number of functional dec-
orations with characteristic morphologies that determine their
functionality. Examples of these are organelles, viruses, and
grafted nanoparticles, all of them with a size in the order
of 10 to 200nm.1,2 Depending on the field, such decorations
are typically referred to as functional groups, spikes,3 grafts,
patches,4 or hairs.5 For simplicity, here, we use the functional
groups (G) notation to denote any type of decoration on the
surface of the NPs core. In general, NPs have unique trans-
port features related to the groups morphology and number
(NG), as illustrates in FIG 1.A. In this context, microrheolog-
ical techniques emerge as powerful tool for NPs study and
characterization for various applications, including biomed-
ical, polymer nanocomposite fabrication, drug delivery, and
imaging,6 to name a few. For example, in the field cancer tu-
mours treatment, investigations on the diffusion of different
gold NPs and liposomes7 through the mucus and cells have

been addressed to improve drug delivery.
Computational studies on decorated particles at mi-

croscales, have already revealed the effects of G morphol-
ogy on the formation of complex structures.8,9At nanoscales,
as thermal fluctuations becomes relevant, investigations has
been mostly focused on core-only NPs (spheres), whereas
the simulation of functionalized ones remains a challenging
task. The morphological features along with specific binding
and affinity interactions between the groups dramatically in-
crease the complexity. Different computational methods have
been used to characterize the transport, binding and interac-
tions for non-functionalized NPs, including Brownian dynam-
ics for free8,10 and near walls NPs,11 Monte Carlo,12 coarse-
graining,13,14 dissipative particle dynamics,4,15 and smooth
dissipative particle dynamics.16–18 The transport modelling of
NPs usually deals with spherical shapes, adopting the Stokes-
Einstein equations.19 In general, the effect of the groups num-
ber, distribution around the core, and morphology, on the NPs
transport lack of detailed investigations. Moreover, other rele-
vant aspects such as their passive transport under confinement
are still missing. Confined transport may play a critical role in
the design of microfluidic devices5 and sensors.20

Herein, from a microrheology standpoint, we investi-
gate how the mobility of complex functionalized NPs is
affected by the G morphology, number, and distribution.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of a NP and the discretization adopted. A. NP representation with core and functional groups, G as blue cylinders. If the
number of groups (NG) is NG = 0 the NP is only the core. B. Functionalized shapes orG types representation, the measurement of length lG
and width wG are reduced by the radius of the core. C. Discretization of a sphere in blobs. D. Resolution and refinement following theG types
rod, tetrahedron, and the core sphere. E. NP near a wall, the distance h is given by the wall to the center of the NP

In particular, we characterize their translational (Dt ) and
rotational (Dr) diffusivity. NP’s translational and rotational
diffusivity can be derived using the Stokes-Einstein theory.
NPs diffusivity arises from the balance between thermal
fluctuations and hydrodynamic interactions with the fluid,
that depend on NP morphology and fluid viscosity.19 Here,
we use the Rigid Multi-blob method21 (RMB) to model
complex functionalized NPs by discretizing them as a set of
rigidly connected spherical blobs. RMB can be applied to
physical and biological systems3,22,23 at the nanoscale, where
the thermal fluctuations and hydrodynamic interactions are
relevant. This method, is suitable to model arbitrary shape
objects (both free and confined), and its principal advantage
is the low computational cost of solving a mobility problem.

We consider that the NPs are constituted by a spherical
core decorated with NG functional groups. We represent the
NP core as a spherical shell of multiple blobs, whereas Gs
are modelled using various shapes such as rods, spheres,
and tetrahedrons.These basic set of shapes are inspired
from different real morphologies reported for synthetic and
biological nanoparticles1,3–5,24, and allows us to explore
in a systematic fashion the effect of G morphology on the
nanoparticles transport. In general, the number and relative
size of the Gs can vary widely among physical systems.
Thus, we also explore the effects of number density and
size (length and width) of the groups. Additionally, we
study the effects of groups distribution around the core.
Since, the location of Gs may affect the overall mobility
of the nanoparticles, understanding the effect of the groups
distribution provides relevant information for nanoparticle
design and optimization, either to enhance or reduce the

diffusion. As a final compelling aspect on NPs transport, we
investigate confinement effects, by computing the effective
parallel and perpendicular diffusion near walls.

A. Functionalized nanoparticles mobility

The translational diffusion coefficient of a NP is related to
its translational mobility,25 and similar arguments can be eas-
ily extended to the rotational diffusion.26 Thus, the diffusion
coefficients, Dt and Dr, can be expressed proportional to the
mobilities as

Dt =
kBT

3
Tr(Mt) , Dr =

kBT
3

Tr(Mr) , (1)

where kBT is the thermal energy and Tr denotes the trace op-
erator. The mobility components yield the linear and angular
velocities of a NP (u and ω) in response to applied forces and
torques (f and τ ),(

u
ω

)
=

(
Mt Mc
MT

c Mr

)(
f
τ

)
. (2)

Theoretically, for a spherical NP of radius R translational dif-
fusion is given by

Dt = kBT/(6πηR), (3)

and the rotational diffusion by

Dr = kBT/(8πηR3). (4)

For NPs, the mobility components can be calculated using the
Stokes equations to a good approximation.27,28 In this limit,
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the fluid velocity and pressure, v and p, obey the Stokes equa-
tions with viscosity η

−∇p+η∇2v = 0, (5)
∇ ·v = 0, (6)

while for boundary conditions, one can assume that the fluid
velocity obeys the no-slip condition at the NPs surface and
decays to zero at infinity.
We have assumed a functionalized NP behaves like a rigid
body; thus, the no-slip condition for a NP located at free point
q is quite simple,

v(r) = u+ω× (r−q) for all r ∈ ∂Ω. (7)

These partial differential equations are closed by the balance
of force and torque. The integral of the fluid traction,−λ, over
the surface of the NP balance the external forces and torques
applied to the NP29 ∫

∂Ω

λdSr = f , (8)∫
∂Ω

(r−q)×λdSr = τ . (9)

In most applications NPs are under different type of confine-
ments. Thus, two paradigmatic cases are i) NPs immersed
in a suspension and ii) a single NP diffusing near a large flat
wall. The first case can be modeled by using a computational
domain with periodic boundary conditions. In this case the
diffusion coefficient is given by16

D = Dt/λ (10)

where Dt is the theoretical translational diffusion and λ is a
drag coefficient

λ = (1−1.7601C1/3 +C−1.5593C2 +3.9799C3/8 (11)

−3.073C10/3 +C11/3)−1,

where C = 4/3πR3/L3 and L is the size of the domain.
In the second case, a NP diffusing near a wall, the sym-

metry of the system is broken by the presence of the bound-
ary. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between the dif-
fusion parallel and perpendicular to the wall. If we denote
as h the distance from the centre of the NP to the wall, and
s=h-R the distance from the NP’s core to the wall, the parallel
diffusion is given by D‖(s) = D/λ‖(s), and the perpendicular
is D⊥(s) = D/λ⊥(s).16 Theoretical values of the drag coeffi-
cients λ‖(s)16,30,31 and λ⊥(s)16,30,31 are

λ⊥(s) =
4
3

sinhα

∞

∑
n=1

n(n+1)
(2n−1)(2n+3)

(12)

[
2sinh(2n+1)α +(2n+1)sinh2α

4sinh2(n+1/2)α− (2n+1)2 sinh2
α
−1
]
,

λ‖(s) =
[

1− 9
16

β +
1
8

β
3− 45

256
β

4− 1
16

β
5
]−1

, (13)

where α = cosh−1(1− h/R) and β = (1− h/R)−1 respec-
tively.

B. Rigid Multi-Blob method (RMB)

To compute the mobilities of a NP, we adopt the Rigid
Multi-Blob method (RMB).21 We discretize the surface of the
NP with N markers or blobs of radius a with position ri. The
blobs are subject to constraint forces, λi, that ensure the rigid
motion of the whole NP. Evaluating the no-slip condition at
the blobs, as in collocation methods, leads to a linear system
of equations for the unknowns u, ω and λi,

v(ri) =
N

∑
j=1

(MB)i jλ j = u+ω× (ri−q) for i = 1, . . . ,N,

(14)
N

∑
j=1
λ j = f , (15)

N

∑
j=1

(r j−q)×λ j = τ , (16)

In the no-slip equation, Eq. (14), the blob mobility matrix
(MB)i j couples the force acting on the blob j to the flow gen-
erated at the blob i. We use the regularized Rotne-Prager mo-
bility, that has closed analytical expression32,33

(MB)i j =

(
I+

a2

6
∇2

r

)(
I+

a2

6
∇2

r′

)
G(r,r′)|r=ri

r′=r j
,

(17)

whereG(r,r′) is the Green’s function of the Stokes equation
(i.e. the Oseen kernel). To model the NP near a wall, we use
the Rotne-Prager-Blake tensor that accounts for the hydrody-
namic interactions with the wall.22 For reliable hydrodynam-
ics interactions, we recommend a minimum distance of one
blob radius ro = a, such that the blobs do not overlap the wall.

C. Morphology of functional groups and core of the
nanoparticle

The morphology of a NP is given by its spherical-shape
core and the functional groups around it. This functional
groups have a characteristic length, lG, and width, wG. To
streamline the analysis, we consider the dimensionless size
of the groups given by lG/R and width as wG/R, where R is
the radius of the NP’s core. For simplicity, we choose three
general shapes to construct the functional groups: rods, tetra-
hedrons, and spheres. Using these general shapes, we create
two composite shapes, rod-tetra and rod-sphere, illustrated in
Figure 1.B. The position of the groups in the NP is modelled
using uniform and random distributions. For the uniform case,
the Gs are distributed at equidistant positions corresponding
to the vertex of a icosahedra, whereas for random distribution,
any position over the core is allowed.

D. Discretization of nanoparticles

The NPs are discretized by blobs rigidly connected. The
distance between these blobs is ro and defines the blob size.
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In FIG 1.C, we illustrate the discretization of a solid sphere of
radius R into 12 connected blobs. The general methodology to
discretize the different shapes investigated is as follows: i) For
rods, the construction consists in equidistantly blobs along an
orientation angle α (see FIG 1.D) ii) for spheres we start with
a coarse 12-blobs model located at a distance R from the cen-
ter, and arbitrary distance r (see FIG 1.C). Then we conduct a
recursive refinement taking the middle point of the segments
connecting two adjacent vertexes and projecting those points
radially, their new position satisfies R2 = x2 + y2 + z2. This
procedure is repeated until r ≤ ro. Spheres and tetrahedrons
with different degrees of refinement are illustrated in FIG 1.D.
iii) For tetrahedron, with follow a similar iterative process,
starting with coarse surface with only four vertexes. Then the
structure is refined by splitting in half the edges between two
vertexes and adding a new point in that position. This addi-
tion must be applied to all the edges of the primary surface.
This procedure is repeated until the distance between adjacent
points is smaller than the target resolution.

E. Resolution

We define the resolution (Φ) of the discretization as the ra-
tio between the radius of NP core and the distance between
blobs as Φ = R/ro. The optimal Φ is a selected as a trade
off between accuracy and computational cost. For simple
spheres the accuracy at a given resolution we can estimated
comparing the hydrodynamic radius computed numerically
with the input radius of the object. For tetrahedron shapes,
we can define different characteristic sizes such as the width
(a), height (Htetra =

√
6/3a), and the circumscribing sphere of

radius Rtetra = lG(3/8)1/2. However, to streamline the resolu-
tion analysis for this non-spherical shapes we use its equiva-
lent radius (Re), defined by the radius of a sphere with equiv-
alent volume of the tetrahedron, Vtetra = a3/6

√
2, leading to

Re =
(

3/4πVtetra

)1/3
.

F. Reduced translational and rotational diffusivities

For convenience, in the remaining, we discuss our find-
ings in terms of reduced diffusivities. For non-functionalized
(only spherical core) nanoparticles, we the theoretical transla-
tional and rotational mobilities are given by M o

t = 1/6πηR
and M o

r = 1/8πηR3, respectively. The translational and ro-
tational mobilities computed numerically are simply referred
as Mt |sphere and Mr|sphere according the Eq. 17. Hence-
forth, we define the reduced diffusivities as the ratio D̄i =
Mi|sphere/M

o
i where i = t,r. For functionalized NP, since

no theoretical values exist, we define the reduced diffusivi-
ties in terms of the numerical mobilities of the nanoparticles
and the non-functionalized core as D̄i =Mi/Mi|sphere. To in-
dentify the adequate resolution of tetrahedral shapes used for
functional groups, we conduct additional studies of freely dif-
fusing tetrahedrons. For this shape in particular since we do
not count with an analytical expresion fo the mobility, we ex-
press its reduced diffusivities as D̄tetra

i =Mi|tetra/M
o
i , where

i = t,r and M o
t is the mobility of a reference sphere. The

diffusivity of confined NP is analyzed in terms of the paral-
lel D ‖ and the perpendicular D⊥ componets to the confining
wall. To investigate the effect of confinement, we place the
NPs at different distances s′ to the wall (see FIG 1.E). We de-
note the diffusivities near a wall as Di|s and the ones of a free
NP (without a wall) as D∗i , where i = t,r. Thus, we define the
reduced translational and rotational diffusivities for confined
NPs as Dwall

t = Dt |s/D∗t and Dwall
r = Dr|s/D∗r , respectively.

In each case, Dwall
t and Dwall

r are separated into parallel and
perpendicular components as explained in Eqs. 12 and 13.

II. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

In this section we present first the resolution tests for gen-
eral shapes such as spheres (core) and tetrahedrons (functional
groups). Here, we introduce the appropriate resolution for
each shape’s accuracy and computational cost. We also esti-
mate such resolution effects for the whole functionalized NP
considering the core and functional groups to select the ap-
propriate discretization used in the simulation of NPs. After-
wards, we systematically present the effects of type, size, dis-
tribution and number of functional groups. Finally, we discuss
the passive transport of the functionalized NP near a walls.
We compare our results on translation diffusion with existent
theoretical models for confined particles, and provide an em-
pirical fitting that describes the variation in rotational diffu-
sion of the NPs.

A. Resolution

1. Spherical shape resolution

First, we conduct resolution studies for simple spheres us-
ing six different Φ, 0.9 (12 particles), 1.8 (42 particles), 3.6
(162 particles), 7.2 (642 particles), 14.5 (2562 particles) and
29 (10242 particles). From the computed mobilities, we de-
fine the error as ErrorDt = (Mt −M o

t )/M
o
t and ErrorDr =

(Mr−M o
r )/M

o
r , and in Table 1, we summarize the results.

We identify that a resolution of 14.5 provides a reasonable
approximation with errors on the order of 1% in D̄t , and 3%
for D̄r, for a spherical core. We must note that aceptable re-
sults with errors of 2% for D̄t , and 6% for D̄r can be already
obtained with lower resolutions (Φ = 7.2). Unless otherwise
stated, in the remaining we adopt Φ = 14.5 to investigate the
NPs diffusion.

2. Tetrahedral shape resolution

The discretization of functional groups can define the over-
all resolution of the NP as they are the smallest morphol-
ogy to be resolved. However, for typical nanoparticles with
R > lG, the number of blobs to discretize the core will be sig-
nificantly larger than the minimum required for optimal accu-
racy. Therefore, we focus on finding the minimal resolution
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TABLE I. Resolution study for a single sphere (non-functionalized
core)

Resolution Number of
particles Mt Mr

Mt−M o
t

M o
t

Mr−M o
r

M o
r

29 10242 0.0527 0.0391 0.005 0.016
14.5 2562 0.0524 0.0384 0.012 0.035
7.2 642 0.0518 0.0372 0.024 0.065
3.6 162 0.0503 0.0304 0.052 0.234
1.8 42 0.0472 0.0297 0.110 0.254
0.9 12 0.0420 0.0213 0.208 0.465

needed to model these functional groups up to a good approx-
imation. In table 2, we present the computed mobilities for
different resolutions Φ = Rtetra/ro, and the convergence crite-
ria for each case. For these shapes, we use the relative differ-
ence of the computed mobilities with the one for the highest
resolution simulated (Φ = 40). For the resolution of Φ = 2.5,
we obtain an error of 3% for Mt and 8% for Mr, further im-
provement is achieved with Φ = 4.9 with Mt and Mr errors of
1% and 4% respectively. Higher resolutions decrease further
the error. However, the associated cost to model such a level
of refinement significantly increases. In general, for practical
reasons, we identify that values of Φ = 2.5 provided a reason-
able approximation for tetrahedral shapes.

TABLE 2. Resolutions of a discretized tetrahedron. The mobility of
a sphere of radius Re.t for a solid tetrahedron of edge a reduces the
mobilities for the different resolutions. As a convergence estimator,
we measure variation in the reduced mobility concerning the largest
resolution simulated.

Resolution Mt/M
o
t Mr/M

o
r Re.t a Mtmax−Mt

Mtmax

Mrmax−Mr
Mrmax

Tetrahedron – – 0.49 1.63 0 0
40 0.82 0.48 0.50 1.66 0 0

19.6 0.82 0.47 0.51 1.68 0.002 0.005
9.8 0.82 0.46 0.53 1.73 0.007 0.019
4.9 0.81 0.45 0.55 1.84 0.017 0.044
2.5 0.79 0.44 0.62 2.04 0.036 0.080
1.2 0.76 0.42 0.74 2.45 0.069 0.107

3. Functionalized nanoparticles resolution

Based on the previous results, we now explore four different
resolutions (Φ = [14.5,7.2,3.6,1.8]) for the whole functional-
ized NPs. In FIG 2, we present the variation in the error for
two type of nanoparticles, corresponding to the group types
with lowest (rod) and highest (tetra) volumetric fraction. In
this case, to verify the resolution we evaluate the mobility dif-
ference between the functionalized nanoparticle MNP and the
single core Ms (at the same resolution, Ms−MNP/Ms. In gen-
eral, we identify that at a resolution of Φ = 7.2 the change in
mobility is already captured with a reasonable approximation.
For coarser resolution (Φ = 1.8), the characteristic shape and
aspect ratio of the group is smeared into a single blob, thus the
representation of the groups is not properly accounted.

FIG. 2. Resolution test for functionalized NPs with rods (lG/R = 1)
and tetrahedron-shaped (wG/R = 0.2) groups. The error corresponds
to the relative difference in mobilities between the functionalized NP
and the single spherical core, at the same resolution. The nanoparti-
cles have NG = 12 uniformly distributed

B. Functional groups morphology and size

Given the variety functionalized nanoparticules that can be
found in the literature, we first investigate how the diffusion
of NPs with similar number of groups can be affected by the
shape and size of the groups. We compute the reduced dif-
fusivities Dt and Dr of functionalized NPs with five group
types uniformly placed around on the nanoparticle’s surface,
as depicted in FIG 3. For consistency, we compare NPs with
groups of equivalent size lG/R = 0.5, NG = 12 and uniformly
distributed. In general, the presence of the groups induced a
reduction in the NPs transport due to the effective larger vol-
ume. However, this reduction does not occur in a trivial fash-
ion based only on the aspect ratio of the groups. Indeed, the
groups shape affects the diffusion due to the added morpho-
logical complexity. Overall, the effect of groups type on the
translation and rotation differs due to the scaling of Dt ∝ R
and Dr ∝ R3 with the radius. For example, the reduction in
Dt for rod and spherical groups is nearly similar, despite their
despair effective volume. In contrast, Dr appears as a more
distinctive parameter to discern NPs morphology.

1. Size of the functional groups

As discussed in the previous section, the characteristic size
of the groups influences the effective transport of the nanopar-
ticles. Thus, we investigate the changes in NPs mobility as
the length (lG/R) and/or width (wG/R) of Gs varies. In FIG
4, we present the variation of D̄t and D̄r for NPs with rod and
sphere-rod G, with NG = 20 randomly distributed and differ-
ent lG/R. For this test, sphere-rod groups have a fixed size
of wG/R = 0.2 and the variation in lG is attained by chang-
ing the length of the rod. As presented in FIG 3, compared
to simple rods, the sphere-rod groups exhibit the lowest mo-
bility. However, the decay with lG/R for both types is con-
sistently preserved (see FIG 4) indicating a strong correlation
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FIG. 3. Dimensionless rotational and translational diffusivity for dif-
ferent type of groups.

with the overall length of the group. Due to the scaling of
the rotational diffusion (Dr ∝ R3), the increase in the length
of the groups induces a significant reduction ranging from 20
to 60 percent. In addition to the group length, we also in-
spect the effect of group width wG/R. In FIG 5, we compare
the diffusional decay for NPs with sphere, tetra and sphere-
rod groups with three different wG/R. Similar to the previous
case, the rate of decay shows to be preserved across the differ-
ent morphologies. In summary, we identify that regardless of
the group morphology the diffusion of the NPs scales with the
group length in similar fashion. As a consequence, for prac-
tical applications although the direct comparison of NP dif-
fusivity can differentiate functional groups morphology, the
estimation of the diffusional decay can provide a generic in-
direct measurement of the thickness of the functional groups
decorating a nanoparticle.

FIG. 4. Dimensionless rotational and translational diffusivity for
different G length lG/R. Nanoparticles with NG=20 randomly dis-
tributed

FIG. 5. Dimensionless rotational and translational diffusivity for
different G width wG/R. Nanoparticles with NG=20 randomly dis-
tributed

C. Number and distribution of functional groups

1. Uniform vs random

In general, the functional groups can be uniform or ran-
domly distributed surface of the NPs core. Therefore, to elu-
cidate the possible effect of Gs placement in the nanoparti-
cles, we now investigate this effect using rod-type groups. We
compute the mobility for NPs with NG ranging from 12 to 100,
randomly distributed. For each number of groups ten replicas
of randomly distributed groups are simulated and the average
diffusion results are compiled in FIG 6. Error bars correspond
to the standard deviation. For comparison, in FIG 6, we also
include the results for NPs with uniform distribution with NG
equal to 12,42, and 162. For simplicity, the uniform distri-
bution of Gs is attained by localizing the groups at the ver-
tex of a regular tetrahedron (e.g. NG = 12 in a icosahedron).
In FIG 6, the results for uniform distribution with NG = 100
corresponds to the interpolated value between NG = 42 and
NG = 162. From FIG 6, we identify that uniform distributions
lead to diffusivities of approximately 6% (for translational)
and 16% (for rotational) smaller than the random ones. The
breaking in symmetry of the randomly distributed groups po-
tentially enhance therefore the mobility of the NPs. If NG
increases, both type of distributions lead to similar effective
diffusivities (difference of around 0.07% for translational and
0.5% for rotational). At large NG the hydrodynamic effects of
the groups overlap leading to indistinguishable effect of loca-
tion. We must highlight that the stronger effect on rotational
diffusivity at lower groups number is an interesting feature
that can be potentially used for nanoparticle characterization
and design.

2. Number of functional groups

In the previous section, we already showed that the increase
in NG leads to a reduction of the NPs diffusion, reaching a
condition where random and uniform are nearly equivalent.
Now, we further investigate the effect of groups number on
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FIG. 6. Dimensionless rotational (in blue) and translational (in red)
diffusivities with G randomly and uniformly distributed. Error bars
depict the standard deviation of the measured mobility. For uniform
distribution, we present results for NG = [12,42,162], corresponding
to the equidistant vertex of regular polyhedrons. The values of 100
G are calculated with interpolation between 42 and 162. However,
it is evident that at large NG, randomly and uniformly distribution
converges due to the packing of the G in the core.

the NP mobility. In FIG 7, we compile the diffusivities of NPs
with a rod, sphere-rod and tetra-rod shape groups for NG rang-
ing from 10 to 50 randomly distributed. The size of the groups
is wG = 0.25, lG = 0.8 for the tetra-rod, wG = 0.2, lG = 0.8
for the sphere-rod, and lG = 0.8 for rods. We observe that
although the type of G determines the magnitude of the diffu-
sivities, all curves follow similar trend for the three groups. In
general, the shape of the group can alter the overall magnitude
of the diffusion stemming from the enriched morphological
complexity. However, for a fixed group type, it is expected
that the group size will be a determinant of the mobility de-
cay with NG. In general, such decay should scale with the
characteristic size (lG), but the direct functional relationship
cannot be trivially inferred. Therefore, we conduct additional
studies considering NPs with rod-shape groups of different
lengths lG/R to identify the combined effect of group size
and number. In FIG 8, we present the variation in Dt and
Dr of NPs with rod-shape groups and three different lengths
lG/R = 0.5,0.8,1.0. In FIG 8, again a characteristic diffu-
sional decay can be identified, but in this case as lG/R in-
creases, a stronger dependence with the NG is elucidated.

Stemming from the diffusional decay observed when vary-
ing groups type and length (FIG 7 and FIG 8), we can consider
a power-law scaling of the diffusion decay as D = 1− cNν

G,
where c and ν depend on geometrical features (lG and wG). A
numerical analysis on the diffusional decay presented in FIG 7
reveals that the scaling (translational: ν ∼−0.08lg/R±0.005
and rotational: ν ∼−0.13lg/R±0.03) for the three groups is
constant, depending only on the ratio lG/R that is fixed for all
the G types. In contrast, the prefactor c that determines the
overall magnitude of the decay, depends on the both lG/R and
wG/R. In Table III, we give a break down of the estimated
c and ν for each case. The prefactor c has a linear Pearson
correlation of r ≈−0.99 with the volume of the group. Simi-

FIG. 7. Translational and rotational reduced diffusivity of NPs with
three different types of groups morphology: rods, sphere-rod and
tetra-rod. Markers correspond to the computed diffusivities, whereas
solid lines indicate the approximated scaling obtained in equations 18
and 19. All groups have NG = 12 uniformly distributed, the size of
the groups are wG = 0.25, lG = 0.8 for the tetra-rod, wG = 0.2, lG =
0.8 sphere-rod, and lG = 0.8 for rods

larly, from the results shown in FIG 8, the estimation of c and
ν parameters corroborate their dependency with geometrical
features (see Table IV). From these results, we can draw the
following approximation of the diffusional decay as

Dt −1 ∝ vGN−0.08lG
G , (18)

Dr−1 ∝ vGN−0.15lG
G , (19)

where vG = wG
2lG/R3. Overall, the diffusional decay of the

functionalized nanoparticles with NG scales with the length of
the functional group, regardless of the particular shape.

TABLE III. Scaling parameters from three different group-types i.e.
rod, tetra-rod and sphere-rod for translational and rotational dimen-
sionless diffusion

Dt Dr

Type c v c v
Rod 2.20 -0.08 2.17 -0.16
Tetra-rod 2.08 -0.08 1.79 -0.13
Shpere-rod 2.04 -0.08 1.67 -0.10
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FIG. 8. A. Translational and B. rotational reduced diffusivity
of NPs functionalized with rod-shape groups of different lengths
lG/R = 0.5,0.8,1.0. Markers correspond to the computed diffusivi-
ties, whereas solid lines indicate the approximated scaling obtained
in equations 18 and 19

TABLE IV. Scaling parameters from three different rod lG =
0.5,0.8,1.0 for translational and rotational dimensionless diffusion

Dt Dr

Rod-type c v c v
lG = 0.5 2.13 -0.07 2.24 -0.19
lG = 0.8 2.15 -0.07 2.07 -0.14
lG = 1.0 2.13 -0.07 1.82 -0.10

D. Diffusion near rigid walls

Many applications of nanoparticles involved their transport
under confinement or near walls. Under these conditions, NPs
diffusion can be significantly affected due to the restricted mo-
bility and the asymmetry in the hydrodynamic interactions ex-
erted on the NP. Here, we explore the effect of a stationary
wall in the proximity of functionalized NP by estimating the
parallel and perpendicular diffusion. NPs are located at differ-
ent dimensionless distance s′ = h/R−1 to the wall (FIG 1.E),
where h is the distance from the NP centre to the wall, and R
is the core radius. In FIG 9, we initially corroborate that for
spherical cores without functionalization, NG = 0, the RMB
discretization provides the correct theoretical translational dif-
fusion (Eqs.12 and 13). The agreement between the computed
translational diffusion and the theoretical one evidences the
robustness of RMB to model confined NPs.22. A general ex-

pression for the theoretical rotational diffusion near walls is
not available over a larger range of s′.21,31 Therefore, based on
the computed rotational diffusion for plain spheres, we pro-
pose an empirical functional form to describe the change in
perpendicular and parallel rotational diffusion with the dis-
tance of the NP to the wall. We propose polynomial fitting
function of the form f (s′) = a(s′−3)+ b(s′−2)+ c(s′−1)+ 1.
Using this approximation (see FIG 9), we obtain that for
parallel rotational diffusion, a = 0.0011, b = −0.0125 and
c = −0.0056, whereas, for perpendicular, the parameters are
a = 0.0039, b =−0.0421 and c =−0.0061. For comparison,
in FIG 9 we compile the single sphere’s translational and ro-
tational diffusion with the corresponding theoretical approxi-
mation and the semi-empirical numerical fitting. Overall, we
observe that for simple spheres the rotational diffusion is less
affected by the wall confinement, converging to the uncon-
fined behaviour at shorter distance, s′ ≈ 3.

FIG. 9. A. Perpendicular direction for rotational and translational
diffusion. B. Parallel direction for rotational and translational dif-
fusion. Here, we compare rotational and translational according the
fitting polynomial function for rotational and the theoretical solution
for translational.

For confinement studies, we focus on functionalized NPs
with NG = 12 (rod- and tetrahedron-shaped groups) uniformly
distributed. Simulations for larger NG = 42 and randomly dis-
tributed groups were also performed for comparison. How-
ever, the deviations in those cases were smaller than 1%. It
is important to note that for the NPs near a wall, the RMB
method does not have precise lubrication effects. Thus, a re-
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liable distance (s′) to capture hydrodynamic effects near the
wall requires s′ > (a+ lG)/R, where a = 0.138 is the blob ra-
dius used in our simulations and lG/R= 0.5. We test NPs with
and without functionalization at s′ = [0.64,1,2,3,7,10,40].
In FIG 10, we present the perpendicular (D ⊥) and parallel
(D ‖) translational diffusivity of the NP. We must recall that
the normalization of the diffusion coefficients is done with the
corresponding unconfined nanoparticle. Therefore, as the dis-
tance to the wall increases, it is expected that the diffusion
of the nanoparticles converges to the corresponding uncon-
fined diffusion (i.e Dwall

t ∼ 1). For translational diffusion, this
convergence occurs at s′ ∼ 40 (FIG 10), consistent with the
theoretical predictions. Our results, indicate that the trans-
lational behavior of functionalized NPs resembles the non-
functionalized ones. Moreover, the change in Dwall

t for the
two types of groups investigated, are practically indistinguish-
able. Thus, is not expected that changes in translational dif-
fusion can serve as signature of morphological variations, but
merely indicate the presence of decorations.

FIG. 10. A. Parallel and B. perpendicular translational diffusion for
functionalized NP with rods and tetra G, non-functionalized NP, and
the theoretical diffusion for spheres.

In FIG 11, we present the confinement effect on the rota-
tional diffusion of the functionalized NPs. Here, we also an-
alyze the diffusion in terms of the parallel and perpendicular
component. In general, the impact of the wall in function-
alized and non-functionalized NPs conserves a similar trend,
where the translational mobility increases more rapidly than
the rotational at larger s′ distances. However, in the case

of functionalized nanoparticles the deviations from the un-
confined case are slightly more pronounced. These type of
variations indicate that functionalized NPs have an enhanced
response to confinement, therefore, novel methodologies for
characterization, separation, and sensing, can be potentially
developed using this characteristic response.

FIG. 11. Rotational diffusion in A. parallel and B. perpendicular
direction from the wall, for different NP structures.

The source of the slight deviation at small s′ evidenced for
functionalized nanoparticles in FIG 12 is the combined effect
of the break in symmetry due to the wall and the off-diagonal
terms in the coupling matrix Mc (Eq. 2). For free nanoparti-
cles, these terms tend to zero for the current RMB discretiza-
tion (1e−17 for non-functionalized and rod-type, and 1e−09
for tetra-type). In RMB, the multi-blobs exhibit small off-
diagonal components for a sphere but are not zero since the
discrete sphere is not perfectly rotational invariant.21 In addi-
tion, the resolution (Φ) of the NP model interferes with the
values of these coupling components; these is attributable to
the numerical error. Thus, to analyze the source of the mea-
sured off-diagonal terms for functionalized NPs, we use the
theoretical mobility of a sphere Mo

c with radius R = 1 as a
reference case, Mo

c = 1/8πηR2. We study the torque in the
z direction, computing the average of the two coupling terms
Mc,xy andMc,yx,Mc = (Mc,xy−Mc,yx)/2. Hence, using the
off-diagonal terms, we estimate the ratio Mc/Mo

c , where we
compute the difference between the computed coupling ma-
trix from functionalized tetra, rod and the non-functionalized
NP. In FIG 12. we observe that the ratio of mobilities in-
creases if the NP is near a wall. At a distance, s′ ≈ 3, for the
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three cases, the coupling terms decay close to zero and simi-
larly to a free NP. The results show that the off-diagonal com-
ponents for the functionalized NPs have higher values than the
sphere at short distances to the wall (s′ < 3). This result evi-
dences that the coupled translational and rotational motion of
the functionalized NPs near the wall is enhanced. Hence, we
identified that, in principle, functionalized nanoparticle char-
acterization could be addressed by placing the NPs near walls
and measuring the specific variations in the coupling compo-
nent of the mobility.

FIG. 12. Off-diagonal terms of the coupling mobility matrix Mc,
these terms are dimensionless with the mobility of a sphere Mo

c of ra-
dius R = 1, Mc/Mo

c . Starting from the s′ ≈ 3, the mobility converges
rapidly to zero, such as a free NP. From values s′ < 3 is evident the
translational effects due to torque in z direction

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the passive transport
of complex functionalized nanoparticles numerically using a
variety of morphologies common in different physical sys-
tems. We show how functional groups distribution, shape,
size, and NG affect the translational and rotational diffusion
of the nanoparticles. In general, we identify that the transport
properties of the functionalized NPs are significantly altered
by the morphology of the decorating groups. We observe that
functional groups can exhibit a specific reduction in mobility
due to added complex morphology of the NPsṘegarding the
group distribution on the NPs surface, we identify that ran-
dom conformations facilitate the transport at a low number of
groups compared to uniform distributions due to symmetry-
breaking effects. At a large number of groups, the overlap in
the hydrodynamic interaction of the groups led to an indistin-
guishable effect on mobility.

The effect of the number of groups in the diffusion of the
nanoparticles exhibits a characteristic power-law decay that is
governed by the length of the groups. In contrast, the rela-
tive volume determines the overall magnitude of the decay.
In general, the characterization of the diffusional decay of
functionalized nanoparticles can provide relevant information

about the degree of functionalization and size of groups. For
NPs diffunding near a wall, the diffusion coefficient decay is
similar for spherical and functionalized NP. However, func-
tionalized nanoparticles at a short distance from the wall are
able to have a more robust response. From a computational
standpoint, we show that the RMB method is a powerful tool
to characterize and predict the physical transport of complex
functionalized NPs. As an additional outcome, we have used
RMB to provide a semi-analytical approximation of spheri-
cal particles’ parallel and perpendicular rotational diffusivity.
Our results reveal potential avenues for nanoparticle charac-
terization. We find that confinement effects can be exploited
to discern different particle functionalizations, owing to the
enhanced response of the rotational diffusion of the NPs com-
pared to bulk measurements. Additionally, we showed that
targeted modification in the morphology of the groups is a
compelling design strategy to create nanoparticles with en-
hanced or reduced mobility.
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